UNCLASSIFIED

Soviet Commentary List for 2 Apr 1991

Full Text Superzone of Message

1. 0201. "Asian Affairs" program: Alekseyev on USSR attitude toward security, coop in Asia (5 min: mand 0700)
2. 0202. Report on Intl Dramatic, Cultural Carnival to be Held in (Glagimia) city in RSFSR (7 min: mand 0700)
3. 0203. Gorbachev meets Nixon (brief: mand 1400)
4. 0204. Gogdgin on Afghan opposition forces occupying (Kesitah) city (4 min: mand 1000 1400)
5. 0205. Demisov on early parliamentary election in India (4.5 min: mand 0700)
6. 0206. Bessmertnykh holds talks with Qian Qichen (1 min: jap 011200)
7. 0207. Bessmertnykh arrives in BJ (brief: jap 011000)
8. 0208. Youth prog: program editor on success achieved by Komsomol deleg to PRC recently (4.5 min) report on how badminton was introduced to USSR from PRC (8 min) discussion on so-called UFO (6 min) (total 18.5 min: mand 1400)
9. 0209. Half an hour with Wang Xiao prog: anon on results of referendum and signing of union treaty by Sov republics (6 min) introducing Chinese library in Moscow (4.5 min) (total 10.5 min: mand 1300)
10. 0210. Bessmertnykh ends visit to PRC (brief: mand 1300)
11. 0211. Prog for Chi youths: introducing prospect of coop btwn Sov-Chi youths, young athletes, young enthusiasts' attempts to make contacts with outer space civilization (25 min: mand 1000)
12. 0212. Kondratyev on results of Bessmertnykh talks in Tokyo, BJ (3.5 min: mand 1000)
13. 0213. Anon on Bessmertnykh mtg with Li Peng, talks with Qian Qichen (4 min proc: mand 012200)
14. 0214. Bessmertnykh meets Li Peng, holds talks with Qian Qichen (1.5 min: mand 012200 0100)
15. 0215. (Kunov) On some small businesses in Singapore (4.5 min: mand 0700)
16. 0216. USSR, MPR sign accord in Ulaanbaatar (brief: mand 1000)
17. 0217. (Shadin) On current in SFry (5.5 min: mand 1000 1400)
18. 0218. Anon on Gorbachev speech at Sov mil cp's 1st mtg in Moscow (5.5 min: jap 011200)
19. 0219. Gorbachev sends ltrs to supsov ldrs, union govt, auto republics, warning agst high retail prices on goods (1 min: jap 011000)
20. 0220. Gorbachev addresses mil communist party conf in Moscow (1.5 min: jap 011000 011200)
21. 0221. Tajik SSR president on prospects of union treaty (6 min: mand 1400)
22. 0222. Govt, striking miners hold talks (brief: mand 1400)
23. 0223. USSR today prog: anon on increased retail prices for food, consumer goods from 2 Apr (4 min) introducing joint venture enterprise in RSFSR (4.5 min) introducing buddhist temple in Leningrad (3.5 min) (total 12 min: mand 1000)
24. 0224. Roundup report on Sov ldrs holding talks with miners (3.5 min: mand 1000)
25 0225. gorbachev to meet miners' reps (brief: mand 1000)
26 0226. report by deleg that inspected armed racial clashes in south ossetia (6.5 min: mand 0700)
27 0227. (kelov) intvw with sov law prof (arnov) on various principles in draft on union treaty (5 min: mand 0700)
28 0228. ussr today prog: anon on 3d mtg, extraordinary mtg of rsfsr ppl's cong (4 min) kulov on public referendum in georgia ssr (3 min) rogachev on price reform in ussr (2.5 min) (9.5 min: mand 0100)
29 0229. feature report on current session of rsfsr ppl's cong (6.5 min: mand 012200)
30 0230. supsov calls for declaration of emergency in south ossetia (brief: mand 012200 0100)
31 0231. gorbachev on price reform (brief: mand 012200 0100)
32 0232. misc internal ussr items: jap 4-011000 2-011200
33 unpro none; poorest none (endall)